
Consumer products company 
Colgate wanted to invite its 
audience to fun and entertaining 
shopping experiences to maximize 
reach and drive sales during the 
9.9 Mega Sales Day in Philippines, 
Thailand and Vietnam.

9.9 Mega Sales helped 
Colgate maximize reach 
and relevance 

BACKGROUND

SOLUTION
Colgate's strategy during the 9.9 Mega Sales was built 
around the theme of entertainment,  leveraging TikTok's 
fun content to stand out and deepen engagement
while driving consumers toward purchases. 

>>

Sponsorship Package

Welcome to TikTok's Mega Sales case study series! We're
sharing success stories from Southeast Asia to inspire, inform,
and equip your team to drive your own TikTok commerce
opportunities. Check out how these brands leveraged TikTok's
commerce-oriented advertising products to achieve their full-
funnel marketing goals.



TikTok Mega Mall
Sponsorship Package
TikTok Mega Mall is a 
content sponsorship 
package that uses innovative 
solutions such as TikTok LIVE 
and TikTok Lucky Draw, to 
boost a brand’s objective.

Consumers earn tokens by 
completing branded tasks 
such as following a brand on 
TikTok, visiting its 
marketplace stores, and 
sharing the Mega Mall 
landing page.

Consumers want uplifting and relatable content more than 
ever. Brands can meet this need by being Mega 
entertaining on TikTok, blending enjoyable content with 
fruitful commerce. In Colgate's case, entertainment and 
shopping combined brought purchases and joy via TikTok 
Mega Mall.

CONCLUSION

The fun experience offered in the Sponsorship Package
ensured that Colgate didn't just reach its audience, but it also helped
the brand maximize reach and relevance with its consumers during
the 9.9 Mega Sales period.

RESULTS

Total Impression
M214.8

Unique visitors to event 
homepage 

Voucher redemption
8000

SOLUTION (CONT’D)
Users first discovered the brand through engaging 
ads and were ushered to entertaining experiences 
like TikTok Lucky Draw and TikTok LIVE. These 
experiences then led them to Colgate's e-
commerce platforms to discover products and 
drive purchases in a few clicks!

TikTok Mega Mall was the hub of Colgate's Mega 
Sales campaign. Colgate blasted TikTok users into 
its immersive landing page, styled as an interactive, 
virtual shopping mall. TikTok users who interacted 
with TikTok Lucky Draw were offered a chance to 
win marketplace vouchers, keeping consumers 
entertained and even driving sales. 

Meanwhile, Colgate utilized TikTok LIVE to engage 
the TikTok community who tuned in to livestreams 
hosted by prominent creators. Through the 
livestreams, TikTok creators such as Cristiana Cruz 
and Hoang Hon engaged and bonded with 
Colgate's audience. With TikTok Creator 
Marketplace, Colgate could find all the creator 
marketing tools it needed in one place, and find 
creators to collaborate with based on the brand's 
specific industry, budget, and goals. 

Subscribe and stay tuned to 
our Mega Sales mailing list to 
get regular TikTok updates on 

the year's biggest shopping 
season.

Reach out to your 
partnerships manager to find 
out more about the products 

highlighted in this case study.
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https://www.tiktokmegasales.com/



